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Abstract—The High Band Radio network has extensive value in 
the military application. A Dynamic Slot Allocation Algorithm 
(DSA) based on the High Band Radio network TDMA protocol is 
proposed in this paper, DSA algorithm allocates slots 
dynamically according to the difference of network traffics. The 
simulation results show that DSA algorithm can sustain TDMA 
protocol improving the network characters according to the 
difference of the network traffics. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

High bandwidth network radio can accomplish long 
distance and high throughput information transmission with 
directional beam antenna technology. The networking 
waveform of the radio, based on TDMA protocol, allocates slot 
dynamically according the traffic requirements, accomplishes 
the neighbor discovery, and adjusts the data rate according 
SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio). Wherein slot allocation algorithm 
is an important part of the network waveform. Slot allocation 
algorithm can be divided static slot allocation algorithm, 
dynamic slot allocation algorithm, and the combination 
algorithm of static and dynamic slot allocation. 

Static slot allocation algorithm, Making Slot allocation 
scheme during network initialization, can reduce the network 
collision and improve the fairness using the slot. But it also 
reduces slot utilization rate, limits the improvement of the 
network throughput. On this basis, dynamic slot allocation 
algorithm is proposed. This type of algorithm, allocated slot 
dynamically according traffic, can improve slot utilization. The 
difficult of this type of algorithm is to make the principle of 
slot application and slot release. Literature [1-4], adopted 
centralized coloration algorithm, complete the slot allocation. 
These algorithms, getting the topology information of two or 
three hops firstly, increase the cost and complexity of the 
protocol. The type of dynamic competition protocol [5-7] 
reserve slots with neighbor node through a simple and reliable 
handshake mechanism. But this type of protocol, based on slot 
allocation distributed equally, didn’t allocate finite slot 
according to actual traffic.  

A Dynamic Slot Allocation Algorithm (DSA) based on the 
High Band Radio network TDMA protocol is proposed in this 
paper, DSA consists of three parts, data rate statistic algorithms, 
slot release strategy, and slot application strategy. The data rate 

statistical algorithm accomplishes statistics of data cached in 
MAC layer. The slot release strategy and slot application 
strategy accomplish the selection of application or release, and 
the confirmation of the number of relevant slot. The simulation 
results show that DSA algorithm allocates slots dynamically 
according to the difference of network traffics, and can sustain 
TDMA protocol improving the network characters according to 
the difference of network traffics. 

II. DYNAMIC SLOT ALLOCATION ALGORITHM 

MS Word Authors: please try to use the paragraph styles 
contained in this document. 

A. Data Rate Statistic Algorithm 

Assuming that there are fifteen queues caching data in 
MAC layer, each node corresponds to a queue. Define the 
traffic of each node is  151  iTraffici , i is the 

identification of node. There are fifty data slot in the network, 
the number of slot of node i is 

   50,,, 21  ini SlotkkkSlot  , and the traffic 

corresponding to relevant slot is  
   50,,, 21  ini SlotkkkSlot  , j is the identification 

of slot. The total traffic of node i  is 

iSlot

j iSlotTraffic
1

_ . Due to 

the traffic may be different in each slot, at every time of slot 
allocation, assume that the minimum traffic of the new 
allocated slot is  

minTraffic  . On the basis of the above 
parameters, make the selection of slot release or slot 
application. 

B. Slot Release Strategy 

If  
 iSlot

j ji SlotTrafficTraffic
1

_ , remain the number of 

slot, and set the frame timer to five, if the five consecutive 
frames meet the formula, calculate the number of release slot k : 

The traffic to release, as follows: 

  i

Slot

j jfree TrafficSlotTrarricTraffic i   1
_ 

Assume 
maxTraffic  is maximum traffic of node i  that is 

jSlotTrafficTraffic _max  ,  jSlotTrafficTraffic _max  . 
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So k , the number of slot to release should meet the 
formulation: 

maxTrafficTraffick free 

C. Slot Application Strategy 

If  
 iSlot

j ji SlotTrafficTraffic
1

_ , remain the number of slot, 

and set the frame timer to five, if the five consecutive frames 
are meet the formula, calculate the number of application 
slot k .the new increased traffic is 

  
 iSlot

j jialloc SlotTrafficTrafficTraffic
1

_ . So k , the number 

of slot to apply, should meet the 
formulation  minTrafficTraffick alloc . 

III. PROCEDURE OF DSA 

A. Flow of Slot Application 

Step 1: “request node” send slot application packet, including 
local node ID, destination ID, local geographic information; 

Stpep2: “reply node” send slot replication packet, including 
local node ID, destination ID, local geographic information, 
and local free slots table; 

Step 3: “request node” send slot confirmed packet, 
including local node ID, destination ID, and mutual free slot; 

Step 4: once the “reply node” receive the confirmed packet, 
update the slot information table. 

B. Flow of Slot Release 

Step 1: “request node” send slot release packet, including 
local node ID, destination ID, local geographic information; 

Step 2: “reply node” send slot replication packet, including 
local node ID, destination ID, local geographic information, 
and local slot to free; 

Step 3: “request node” send confirmed packet, including 
local node ID, destination ID, and mutual slot to release; 

Step 4: once the “reply node” receive the confirmed packet, 
update the slot information table. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION 

To validate the performance of DSA, it is compared with 
static slot algorithm (SSA) based on OPNET network simulation 
software. The traffic model obeys ON/OFF distribution. 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Paper Size 21cm×29.7cm 

Number of nodes 15 

Network range mm 400400 
Simulation time 10min 

Speed of mobility ～10m/s0

destination of node 15～1  
ON duration  exponential(10.0) 

OFF duration exponential(5.0) 

Figure 1 is the chart of data slot utilization comparisons. 
The formulation of data slot utilization, as follows: 

slotnetworkallofnumberthe

occupiedslotdataofnumberthe
nutilizatioslotdata

__
__ 



Figure 2 is the chart of network throughput comparisons. 
The formulation of network throughput, as follows: 

runingnetworkoftimethe

ofreceiveddatatotal
throughputnetwork

network
_ 
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FIGURE I. DATA SLOT UTILIZATION 
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FIGURE II. NETWORK THROUGHPUT 

From Figure 1 and Figure 2, it can be seen that when the 
interval of packet arrival is higher, the data slot utilization and 
network throughput of SSA is the same as DSA. This is 
because the slots of node meet the traffic preferably in SSA and 
DSA. But with the interval of packet arrival lower, due to the 
slot allocation character of SSA, the data slot utilization and 
network is lower than DSA. 
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FIGURE III. DATA END TO END DELAY 

Figure 3 is the chart of data end to end delay comparisons. 
The formulation of data end to end delays, as follows: 

datareceivedofnumbertotalthe

delaydatatotalthe
delayendtoenddata  

From Figure 3, it can be seen that when the interval of 
packet arrival is higher, data end to end delay of DSA is higher 
than SSA, this is because of the dynamic slot allocation 
character of DSA. Before data transmission, slots application 
should be completed, but it increases the data end to end delay 
in DSA. With the interval of packet arrival lower, the slots of 
node cannot meet the traffic preferably in SSA, the number of 
data cached in MAC layer queues overstocks, making data end 
to end delay is more serious. Due to the dynamic slot 
application and release character of DSA, the increased extent 
of data end to end delay is lower than SSA. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A Dynamic Slot Allocation Algorithm (DSA) based on the 
High Band Radio network TDMA protocol is proposed in this 
paper, DSA algorithm allocates slots dynamically according to 
the difference of network traffics. The simulation results show 
that DSA algorithm can sustain TDMA protocol improving the 
network characters according to the difference of the network 
traffics. 
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